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Sunlight City  
Exploring the Politics of Urban Transparency Activism 
Maren Heibges 

 

 

Dieses Kapitel diskutiert urbanen Transparenz-Aktivismus und seine eigens produzierten digitalen 
Anwendungen. Ausgangspunkt hierfür sind explorative ethnographische Daten und die Frage wie dieser 
lokale Aktivismus das Soziale ordnet und so ‚Politik macht‘. Drei Effekte werden diagnostiziert: Erstens 
wird bereits Visualisierung zum politischen wie auch spielerischen Ziel; es zeigt sich ein ästhetischer 
Zugang zum Politischen. Zweitens, wird urbaner Raum in informationellen Raum transformiert. Die 
Aktivistinnen und Aktivisten arbeiten mit ihren Apps daran die Stadt ‚Maschinen-lesbar‘ zu machen. So 
annektieren sie urbanen Raum an eine soziale Form typisch für die sogenannte Cyberkultur: eine rekursive 
Öffentlichkeit, welche ihre sozio-materiellen Bedingungen permanent reflektiert und hervorbringt. 
Herkömmliche Vorstellungen von politischem Protest, Partizipation und politischer Repräsentation werden 
innerhalb der aktivistischen Programmier- und Kartierungspraxen nicht aufgerufen. Stattdessen, und 
drittens, wird ein technozentrischer Entwurf sozialer Ordnung artikuliert, welcher sich durch eine paradoxe 
Beziehung zu staatlichen Institutionen auszeichnet und urbane Partizipation zu urbaner Usability gestaltet. 

Schlagworte: Transparenz, Aktivismus, Cyberculture, Urbaner Raum, Datifizierung 

This chapter discusses urban transparency activism and the digital applications it produces. Based on 
exploratory ethnographic data, I ask how this local activism orders the social and ‘does politics’. I conclude 
that an aesthetic approach to local urban politics is enacted, where ‘making things visible’ becomes a 
political end as well as a ludic joy in itself. Secondly, I show how urban space is transformed into 
informational space. In doing ‘frontier-work’, activists annex urban space to a socio-technical form which 
is typical for so-called Cyberculture: a recursive community constantly concerned with the maintenance of 
its own grounds of association. Conventional notions of political protest, participation and political 
representation are not present in activist practices of mapping and programming. Instead, and thirdly, 
activism articulates a techno-centric image of social order. This imagery of the social is characterized by a 
paradoxical relationship to the state’s institutions and a transformation of urban participation into urban 
usability. 

Keywords: Transparency, Activism, Cyberculture, Urban Space, Datafication] 
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 “With the exception of a beautiful gay male Swede, Anders, who had some journalism chops 
and wrote digests of the Sunlight Project’s leaks, the division of labor by gender was perfect. 
The boys went to a windowless and heavily secured building (…) and wrote code there, while 
the girls hung out (…) and did community development and PR and search-engine 
optimization, source verification and liaising, website and booking chores, research and social 
media and copywriting”. 

“…private electronic communication was impossible. The internal network was designed so 
that all chats and emails were viewable by anyone on the network, because everything was 
viewable to the tech boys and it wasn’t fair to give them an advantage. If a girl wanted to 
hook up with a boy (and it happened quite a bit, though the boys were physically a less 
prepossessing lot), she arranged it either openly on the network or in person. And so it was 
that Andreas pressed a handwritten note into Pips hand when she was leaving...” 

(Jonathan Franzen, “Purity” p. 234 & 283) 

 

In Jonathan Franzen’s (2015) recent book “Purity”, we encounter several transparency 

activists, the most prominent of which is a German, Julian Assange-like figure with a sinister 

GDR past.1 The company motto of the fictitious transparency organization, the Sunlight 

Project, claims that “sunlight is the best disinfectant”. Yet, through the course of the book, it 

becomes clear that transparency activism here operates mostly as a deflection. It hides other, 

often ominous, actions and motives. The book also portrays transparency activists in an 

unflattering way. As apparent in the quoted passages above, they fail to resolve gender and 

class divides and discriminations. And they adhere instead to an ineffective technology-bound 

and formal – yet believed to be highly emancipatory – code of conduct at the workplace. 

Franzen’s portrayal of transparency activism is polemic and ruthless, yet diagnostic of 

pressing questions regarding contemporary technology and solidarity. The following chapter 

does not want to transfer Franzen’s (quite damning) literary appraisal of transparency into the 

realm of the academy. Nevertheless, it takes up his impetus to ask what transparency actually 

does to sociality on the ground. What kinds of politics can be found in transparency’s 

immediate digital products; what kinds of politics emerge in the situations where such 

                                                 
1I am immensely grateful to the editors of this book and the participants of the accompanying workshop, particularly Vincent 
August, for their constructive advice on my arguments in this chapter. I would also like to thank the transparency activists 
who lend me their time and let me participate in their activities. 
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products are produced? In order to answer these questions, this chapter refers to the field of 

German urban transparency activism. 

The chapter commences by discussing transparency through the lens of an anthropological 

interest in social order. I then describe my research in urban transparency activism, which has 

an expressed focus on the digital applications that are produced as part of this activism. On 

the basis of this exploratory ethnographic data, I argue that local activism and its apps ‘do’ 

politics in three particular ways. Firstly, they enact an aesthetic approach to local urban 

politics, where ‘making things visible’ becomes a political end as well as a ludic joy in itself. 

This is apparent, for instance, in the production of so-called Visualization Apps, which 

geographically map sets of open city data. Secondly, activism and its apps work on 

transforming urban space into informational space, as vague political goals of improvement 

and accessibility are based on the prerequisite of machine-readability. In doing this ‘frontier-

work’, activists annex urban space to a socio-technical form, which is typical for so-called 

Cyberculture: a recursive community constantly concerned with the maintenance of its own 

grounds of association (Kelty 2008). Moreover, activists tap into the Smart City discourse 

(e.g. Vanolo 2014), which actually has shared origins with the transparency concept. 

Conventional notions of political protest, participation and political representation are not 

present in these communal practices of mapping and programming. Instead, and that is my 

third point, activism articulates a techno-centric image of social order.  This imagery of the 

social is characterized  by a paradoxical relationship to the state’s institutions, and a 

transformation of urban participation into urban usability. 

1. Beyond a Moralization of Transparency 
As an anthropologist indebted to relational approaches to social theory (e.g. Beck 2008), I am 

interested in processes of social and technological ordering, which are observable within 

concrete ethnographic situations and made durable through material–semiotic configurations. 

The starting point for such a view is not a straightforwardly normative stance, but an interest 

in practices and how they are made durable in a technological world (e.g. Knecht et al. 2011). 

With this book as one of the rarer exceptions, most of the academic literature on transparency 

takes a distinctly normative, one could actually say moralistic stance, toward transparency. 

Literature influenced by economic theories mostly conveys a highly affirmative appraisal of 
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transparency. Here, transparency is positioned as “the vanguard of the open society” (Holzner 

and Holzner 2006), and as a warrantor of efficient and accountable globalized politics and 

capitalist markets (see August 2018 for further analysis of the foundational link of 

transparency to Rational Choice Theory). Popular political science literature with a strong 

link to transparency activism makes a similar endorsement. The “age of transparency” (Sifry 

2011) is discussed as a gold standard by which we achieve a world which is more democratic 

and more just. In contrast, in the humanities, we find highly moralistic negative appraisals of 

transparency. These often make a link to Foucault’s Panopticon, a connection which also 

resonates with Franzen’s quotes above.2 German philosopher Byung-Chul Han (2012), for 

instance, views the “transparency society” as a space of digital coercion into neoliberalism 

and disenchantment, and ultimately exhibitionism. Such linkages are commonly made 

throughout these literatures. 

This moralization of transparency, along with the obvious contemporary momentum of the 

discursive formation that has inspired this book, has sparked my interest into the politics and 

rationalities of transparency. What lies beyond the great promises or apocalyptic warnings 

against transparency as an organizing principle? How does transparency order the social? In 

the small body of empirical anthropological studies on transparency, most take a fairly 

critical, but not as decidedly moralistic tone (e.g. Ballestero 2012a; Coles 2007, S. 191-234; 

Thomson 2012; Webb 2012; West and Sanders 2003). In this debate, two, somewhat 

contrastive points, are stressed: firstly, transparency practices are described as one concrete 

mechanism within which liberal Western norms spread around the world. These literatures 

argue that beyond the purported neutrality of transparency lie norms of Western privilege, 

visibility, and a formalized type of political participation which replaces more traditional and 

solidaric forms of political protest (Coles 2007, S. 191-234; Webb 2012). Webb (2012), for 

example, describes how NGOs promoting a transparency model for political participation in 

India, encourage their clients to follow individual and highly formal forms of protest (through 

Freedom of Information requests), and discourage more collective or emotional political 

conduct. 

                                                 
2 Ironically, this volume’s editor, political theorist Vincent August, argues that Foucault’s initial account of the Panopticon’s 

and transparency’s inventor (well, in a sense) Jeremy Bentham was, in part, quite limited (Rzepka 2013). 
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Secondly, this literature argues that these Western norms do not necessarily become translated 

into practices unambiguously. Following anthropology’s indebtedness to the inherent 

creativity of practice (e.g. Ortner 1984), and a renunciation of a trickle-down model of 

societal power relations (e.g. De Certeau 1988), anthropological research underlines people’s 

creative re-interpretation of transparency’s demands. For instance, Ballestero (2012b) 

describes the reflexive and constructive nature of indicator design in a Costa Rican NGO, 

which “short-circuits” the governmental impulses that transparency might entail. 

These two points underline the importance of research into transparency practices. It speaks 

about the power of transparency to travel the world, but does so without falling into the 

fatalistic and moralistic trap of assuming that practice on the ground automatically follows. 

The two points also underline – just like the editors of this book have proposed – that it is 

worth looking more systematically into the complex relationship between the norms and 

forms of transparency (Rabinow 1995). This is an additional reason to be interested in the 

small-scale patterns of social order enacted through concrete transparency practices and made 

more durable through technological interfaces. They could be seen as the relational building 

blocks which take us from norm to form and back. In other words, if one is interested in what 

kinds of world transparency is raising, concrete transparency practices might be one area to 

look.  

Following this impetus, this chapter analyzes transparency activism as one tangible activity 

which ascends from transparency’s contemporary rise to power. Transparency activism, in my 

working definition, denotes the (mostly digital) collection, processing and public provision of 

information about political and administrative matters. And it does so on the normative 

premise that such ‘freedom of information’ produces more accountability and more 

democracy. The activists usually have very high IT literacy and often work as programmers, 

statisticians or data analysts. Franzen’s fictitious Sunlight Project would be a typical 

organization to foster and host such activism. 

My thoughts for this chapter are based on explorative ethnographic data on transparency 

activism in a large German city. A few hours of structured observations at several 

programming spaces and meet-ups, formal, off-the-record, and informal qualitative 

interviews, and extensive document, webpage, and web-content analysis were used to 
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understand local transparency activism. As part of this approach, I also took membership in 

the activists’ digital platforms and repositories. The materials collected during fieldwork have 

been analyzed in an open coding process and I have ordered observed practices according to 

potential patterns. To protect the privacy of my informants and the continuation of my local 

fieldwork, names and details have been changed and some information is left deliberately 

vague. 

2. Transparency Activism: People, Interactions and 
their Organizational Support 

The urban transparency activism I observed consisted mainly of programming activities. 

These were carried out at local meetings and/or privately by young, mostly male programmers 

and data analysts. Activists were usually volunteers who otherwise worked or free lanced in 

the IT sector. They viewed their activism as a chance to do “something good”. As one activist 

told me, he was “using [his] expert knowledge to give something back to society”.  

One obvious connection to transparency was that the activism was sponsored by two 

Anglophone non-profit organizations (NGOs), both of which feature transparency in their 

charters as a main goal. These NGOs also promoted related concepts, such as “freedom of 

information”, “open data”, and “participation”. Hence the programming labs, spaces and 

meet-ups I observed took place under the umbrella slogan of transparency and were aimed at 

making the city “better” through open data applications. These apps, described in more detail 

below, hoped to enhance transparency by making local urban politics and infrastructures more 

visible; they were intended, through their design, to enable citizen participation more directly 

and engender more accountability of local administrations. It was thus “the city” – not the 

state – which was called upon as a unit of political organization and solidarity in most of the 

activism I observed.  

Both sponsoring NGOs were characterized by a strong link, internationally and in their local 

structure, to what I would describe as Cyberculture (Turner 2006). Their activism and the 

projects they undertook were mainly web-based. Their leaders prominently appeared at the 

communities’ important gatherings, such as the Chaos Computer Congress. And their 

published statements and goals reflected the strong belief that digital technologies and 
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information flows could change the world for the better. Turner has traced this political 

current back to the individualist, spiritual, and communal technology-enthusiastic 

counterculture of the North-American 1960s. Being highly suspicious of formal state-oriented 

politics, this New Age Liberalism, or “New Communalism” in Turner’s lingo, set itself apart 

from the the New Left and its focus on institutions and representation. In a “mingling of 

systems theory and countercultural mysticism” (Turner 2005, S. 496), and in combination 

with a “technocratic orientation” and “collaborative, experimental sociability” (Turner 2006, 

S. 245), the San Francisco Bay Area New Age Liberalists became key influencers and the 

necessary work force of the emerging Silicon Valley. According to Turner, they are to blame 

for the coming of the post-industrial network-economy and the techno-libertarianism 

characteristic of 1990s Cyberculture in the USA. 

The sponsoring NGOs in my fieldwork, far from being a visibly radical fringe or cyberpunk 

chic, were ‘reputable’ organizations. Still, in their charters, one can find traces of a techno-

liberal embrace of technologies, and a distrust in political institutions. One of the 

organizations took this impetus to extremes in its online agenda, arguing that politics of the 

future will take place in the realm of civic technology and enable direct citizen participation. 

According to their website, in this vision, the state and its administration becomes a “value-

neutral aggregator, disseminator and processor of information”. Both organizations were 

financed through grants (both public and corporate) and to different extents donations. This 

chapter does not foreground these organizations’ activities. However, as will become clearer 

through the course of my argument, these NGOs provide the infrastructural link and 

conceptual framework for local practices to become political. 

Following their objectives, both organizations fostered local activities, which were supposed 

to enable the development of “useful applications around open information and digital 

participation”. One of the two organizations’ included this precise goal in its mission 

statement. This interest was operationalized in the assignment of project worker hours, which 

would be used to organize meet-ups, provide space, food and drink, document activities of the 

group on the web, network between local groups, administer data, and apply for further 

funding. In one year, Google gave a small grant, while some other funding was secured 

through a German federal agency. Specific themes of the activities were determined either 

through grant agendas or through community votes; some were based on past themes of the 
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so-called “Smart City”, others centered around digital support for refugees, or on e-

government and election data. 

The activists attending the meetings were a fluctuating group. As mentioned above, most 

worked in the IT and communication sector. When asked to characterize the attendees, one of 

the NGO employees said to me: “Well, these are basically people who want to do something 

good after work, something that is not for the boss, but for society.” In his definition, these 

were not crypto-anarchists, but family men and women. He explained that activists were a 

heterogeneous crowd. Some were actively interested in transparency politics, while others 

were more keen on discussing and trying out programming tasks together. To me, as an 

outsider, interactions among attendees always seemed to be first and foremost about 

technology. Culturally, they were clearly rooted in the international geek or nerd culture (e.g. 

Lane 2017), outfitted with Game of Thrones shirts, energy drinks, and functional wear. They 

were mostly male, white, and of German nationality – although quite a few expats from all 

over the world used such events to meet new people.  

The gatherings themselves sometimes had the character of a closed lab, where the activists 

already knew each other and came together to program and discuss. Other times, the meetings 

were open one-off events, promoted on platforms such as Meet-up (a form of social media 

website for scheduling and promoting real-life events). There was also a mix between the two.  

There were times when closed labs presented their work and their interests in a low-key 

fashion, but the events themselves were advertised via the supporting NGOs or other 

community networking sites. 

The working atmosphere at such events, particularly the smaller labs, was quiet and 

continuous. Most were only broken up for short introductory statements or demonstrations of 

specific applications. Attendees, including me, (who was writing fieldnotes instead of code), 

always sat with an open laptop. Interactions took place face-to-face, but also virtually. For 

instance, some used a collective programming platform and repository to share and discuss 

code. At the labs, there was little discussion in larger groups about what to do or ‘invent’. 

Rather, people brought pre-existing ideas, or used projects which were already online and 

adjusted them to local means. Sometimes, groups of two or three people sat together, 
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whispering among themselves about how to solve a certain programming task or improve an 

app. 

All of the events were relatively open to outsiders and actually followed a certain outreach-

ethos: newcomers were received in a friendly way. My research was welcome, and newbies 

asking for help with programming problems, even if those were simple, were well received. 

One activist also said to me that, in a way, their codex of openness obligated them to let 

anyone, including journalists or researchers, participate in their meetings. Nevertheless, these 

were not entirely open social spaces. Social interaction and conversations were very limited. I 

was frequently surprised about the lack, according to my standards of communication, of 

greetings or small talk among the activists. Technical jargon was used quite a lot and, even 

more frequently, in-jokes and uncommunicative seating arrangements produced an awkward 

atmosphere among those newly attending. I also witnessed a scene where a newcomer 

woman’s admission of shyness about coming to a specific event was met not with sympathy, 

but with a (male) lecture on the problematic for-profit nature of the website which convinced 

her to attend. 

3. The Apps of Transparency Activism: Visualization 
and Datafication 

The activists’ meetings centered on the production and showcasing of transparency 

applications. Thus, they were about scaling down the ‘grander’ political ideas of 

“neighborhood improvement”, “openness”, and “urban participation” – apparent in the 

sponsoring NGOs discourse – to concrete sets of programming. Practically, the amount of 

programming hours, control of content, updating or support available for the applications – 

and also the level of deliberation going into them – was limited, especially when compared to 

commercial applications. Thus, the resulting apps were simple, at least to me as an 

ethnographer not used to viewing prototypes and non-commercial apps. Transparency apps 

could be found through the supporting NGO’s websites, and sometimes also through other 

links in the open data and cyberculture community. Most applications were hosted on the 

activists’ own servers. 
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Apps dealt with heterogeneous issues, but most roughly belonged to either one of two 

emblematic groups: Visualizing Apps and Data Apps. Visualizing Apps visualized an open 

data set in a city map. Typical examples that I came across in my fieldwork included the 

following: there was an app to visualize commemorative plaques for victims of National 

Socialism; others visualized various construction projects in the city; there was an app which 

mapped the water quality of lakes in and around the city; one app visually represented the 

amount of money needed for urgent renovations of local school buildings (supported by data 

from an accidentally leaked city document); there were apps depicting farmers markets, and 

others for finding Christmas markets around the user; and there was an app for visualizing the 

city’s trees (generated from data provided by the parks and gardens departments of local 

administration). The underlying map data (not the individual open data sets) was usually 

taken from Open Street Map. The visualized data came from various other sources, but mostly 

local administration.  

Data Apps, on the other hand, processed and visualized data-sets in terms of their content and 

potential function. These were meant to convert and depict data sets so that they could be 

found more easily. Moreover, they were designed to be understandable for lay persons, and 

were intended to be accessed and connected to other applications. To give an example, one 

Data App showed available open data-sets within an urban overview map and provided links 

to applications using this data. A similar application represented open data sets available for 

the city as colorfully labelled hexagons. The hexagons were meant to be more appealing and 

understandable than the highly technical descriptions available through the existing local 

administration data portal. In other words, with the help of the hexagon’s graphics, the 

transparency activists hoped to promote the actual usage of open data. 

Another common aim of Data Apps was to enable the ‘connectivity’ of one data set to another 

through the creation of standard application programming interfaces, so called APIs. In lay 

terms, APIs define protocols for software units to communicate, enabling the interoperability 

of systems or system-components. Data Apps in this sense often served as intermediaries, not 

really enabling any particular political goal or moment of participation, but much more 

‘rawly’ contributing to the harvesting and processing of urban open data. 
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4. The Apps of Transparency Activism: Politics and 
Pasttimes 

The link between applications and concepts of political transparency was not 

straightforwardly given. For example, applications such as the Christmas market app seemed 

to operate on an altogether different scale than the language of “improving the city” seemed to 

imply. In fact, most of the apps appeared rather unpolitical at first glance – especially when 

politics is understood as being first and foremost concerned with political representation, 

administration, collective action, or solidarity (more about this below).  

The apps themselves were not collectively discussed or rated on their usefulness within the 

programmatic space allocated by NGOs. On a few occasions, I noticed that one of the 

volunteers asked one of the NGO’s professionals about his or her legal opinion. At times, 

further support mechanisms provided through the NGOs were communicated back to the 

volunteer community by email, or through one of the professionals making a visit. Other than 

that, I never overheard the volunteers raising political issues or questions without being 

prompted by me. Questions of political representation or legitimization were never discussed 

or raised. 

I did ask about volunteers’ political aims, and what they were actually seeking to improve. In 

response, several volunteers brought up their shock about the non-existent use of IT 

technologies through the city’s administration, and how they believed that the many things 

currently annoying the city’s citizens, such as long waits at the citizen centers – the 

Bürgerämter – could and should be solved through technological means. Also stressed as one 

of the more practical goals of NGOs sponsoring transparency activism was improving the 

city’s administration, so that it becomes “more convenient”, “more geared towards the 

citizen’s needs”, “so that utopias are created through little things” and the “image” of the city 

becomes “more positive”.  

Political interests of the programming volunteers themselves seemed to be much more ‘data-

driven’ than those of the NGO members. Transparency did not appear at the forefront of their 

rationalizations for activism. Instead, there was an interest in open data in terms of its 

technical availability and interoperability. Moreover, on an everyday level, performing certain 

programming tasks and coming together with peers seemed to be characterized through a 
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ludic fascination with programming elegance, large data-sets and datafication. Some of the 

activists, for instance, spent considerable time on publicly available data of the Deutsche 

Bahn, and networking with other programmers interested in train and train station data. In one 

regular meeting, attendees referred to those working with Deutsche Bahn data as the “the 

railway corner”, a seemingly tightly knit group of three to four guys who mostly kept to 

themselves. One of them had won a Deutsche Bahn prize for programming a specific train 

data app, which instantly generated stylized transport maps. He was often sought out by new 

activists as a known expert on transportation data. When a large annual conference and 

festival on digital culture took place, even more train data enthusiasts showed up for a one-off 

meeting at one of the activist’s programming spaces. Transparency in such practices was only 

actualized through a loose thematic connection to open data. Impressive programming and the 

complexity of the train data was probably more or just as important to the activists as enabling 

transparency through open data. 

Overlooking such ludic elements at the start of my fieldwork, I often asked myself what the 

use or the appeal of a certain app might be. I saw other first-time visitors doing the same, only 

to realize that I had looked at them the wrong way. I was too focused on potential political 

goals. For instance, to its programmer, the app that visualized trees was about the interesting 

task of how to visualize so many data points in a dynamic map at once; it was probably also 

about an affective yearning for complete data-sets and datafication. He thoroughly enjoyed 

playing around with the tree statistics and repairing the data-set. He had also playfully 

nominated the most average tree in the city. And although he vaguely positioned a few helpful 

use-points of the apps (“for people with allergies”, “interesting for environmental activists”), 

it was clear from watching him playing around with data, and after a while also in how he 

talked about the app, “that it is also really about some nerdy and technical fun”. At the same 

time, incomplete data sets were irritating for activists on what seemed to be an affective level. 

This was often the case with data-sets available through the city’s data portal. The 

programmer of the tree app, for instance, would touch these ‘unchartered territories’ on his 

application interface and exclaim, “someone clearly did not do their job there”. Through this 

he implied that he saw data-collection and data-sharing as significant parts of the parks and 

gardens department’s tasks, something which is for most people, far from self-evident. 
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5. Discussion: Enacting the Sunlight City 
I have shared my impressions of the NGOs’ approach, the activists’ practices, and of the 

resulting transparency apps. In the lingo of the ethnographer, these impressions are far from 

‘saturated’. The data collected is still exploratory and many connections and details must be 

explored further in order to make a generalizable argument. Nonetheless, for this book, I take 

the freedom to interpret what I have seen and to ask how this one version of concrete urban 

transparency activism does politics: How do the ideas, practices and technologies at play 

“practice reason” (Rabinow 1995)? Or, in other words, how do they organize the social? 

The transparency activism I witnessed did not entail activists laying open their entire personal 

communication, or using transparency as legitimation for dubious personal conduct, as 

Franzen had envisioned. The transposition from norm to form takes place through a broad 

theoretical umbrella and the practical support provided by two self-declared transparency 

promoting NGOs. Also, and again in contrast to Franzen’s Sunlight Project, the concrete 

transparency activism observed has a distinctly urban focus on making the city “better”. 

Promoting and hosting projects focused on the so-called Freedom of Information. NGO 

activities were grass-roots community oriented. All the while, they position the nexus of 

urban improvement through participation and through information in the shape of open data, 

and invite tech-savvy volunteers to regular meetings and one-off programming events.  

As such, the activism very much centers on visualization. It thereby enacts, and that is my 

first point in concluding this chapter, an aesthetic approach to modernist urban politics. 

Making urban concerns visible – from putting a renovation-price tag on a map of run-down 

school buildings to locating all city trees – is practically positioned as a political end in itself. 

While visibility is an important element of Western liberalism anyhow (e.g. Coles 2007), the 

visual formatting of activism has a legacy in the operationalization of an information and 

technology-based interpretation of politics. This is advocated through the supporting NGOs 

and is characteristic for transparency as an organizing principle in general (e.g. August 2018). 

In this sense, matters of concern can speak for themselves, without conventional political 

institutions and representation. And for them to be able to speak for themselves, they first and 

foremost have to be visible. This, of course, is a conceptualization which does not take into 

account that those matters might still be understood differently, or not at all, by different 
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people, and that information might never be ‘neutral’. However, that is a more general 

discussion which will not be explored further here. 

In the concrete practices and resulting apps of transparency activism, the concept of 

improvement through the visibility of information often turns into the simpler, seemingly 

aesthetic movement of ‘making things visible’. This is because both practices and resulting 

apps are shaped not only by the political concepts discussed in the above paragraph, but also 

by the activists’ pure joy in communal programming and acquiring data. A form of all-

encompassing urban acquisitiveness is most pointedly reflected in the tree app. Further, the 

vague legitimacy that visuality lends to this past-time is much embraced, but not – as 

probably typical for the heuristic and intertwined logics of everyday life – interrogated for 

overall consistency. The resulting contrast between the political claims that frame the apps 

and their (to the non-programmer) mundane functions (such as visualizing a city’s Christmas 

markets), gives them their slightly ‘crazy’ aura. In other words: there is a curious tension 

between norm and form to be observed for the urban transparency activism I witnessed, 

which mostly results out of the activists’ ludic relationship with data. 

The ‘data-drivenness’ of this activism (be it for ideologic, or ludic reasons – or a complex 

entanglement of both), impacts activists’ relationship to their supposed object of political 

attention and transformation – the city. Urban space, in the words of a young programmer 

attending the activist meetings, should become “machine-readable” in order to ultimately 

make the city “better” and “more accessible” for its inhabitants. Thus, the prerequisite of 

political improvement (more on the specific formatting of such an idea of improvement 

below) becomes datafication. This is a line of thought that is very much compatible with 

historical concepts of transparency. The standardization of information was already promoted 

in Jeremy Bentham’s ideas about a formalized politics of transparency (e.g. Rzepka 2013). 

Particularly through Data Apps, with their focus on promoting and linking different urban 

data-sets, activists were trying to connect urban and digital worlds. This means that 

transparency activism does politics in a second way, namely by transforming urban space 

into informational space. The city then becomes something like a frontier 2.0, not nature to be 

turned into culture, but instead a place where claiming land for mankind is enacted in a 

second loop. What has been turned into urban space, shall now be turned into datafied urban 

space. 
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This practical and discursive bridge between urban and digital space annexes newly datafied 

urban space to create a specific manifestation of sociality, one which anthropologist 

Christopher Kelty (2008; 2005) calls a “recursive public”. In his analysis of the free software 

movement and what he calls “geek culture”, Kelty (2008, S. 7) describes recursive publics as 

“concerned with the ability to build, control, modify, and maintain the infrastructures that 

allows them to come into being in the first place and which, in turn, constitutes their everyday 

practical commitments and the identities of the participants”. While Kelty focuses on theories 

of the public sphere, I am more concerned with a recursive public as a particular sociality – a 

particular form of community and identity. This sociality is characterized by a focus on the 

maintenance and analysis of the grounds of its own association. A recursive public, or let’s 

say a recursive community, is thus co-constituted by its own materiality: by discursively 

focusing on this materiality, by infrastructurally ‘running’ on it, and by expressing verbally 

and non-verbally through these infrastructures. The free software / free internet movement, or 

more broadly Cyberculture in general, would be emblematic examples, with their large 

conventions, e.g. the Chaos Computer Congress and the Re:Publica in Germany. This 

community constitutes itself through a focus on the material, legal and social shape of the 

internet and its associated software; it came into being through these new infrastructures. 

Urban space, so far, has not played a role in the attention of such recursive communities to 

software protocols, licensing agreements and algorithms. When the city becomes “machine-

readable”, this changes, as urban space can become incorporated in the recursive community 

of Cyberculture. 

Kelty takes a highly affirmative view of recursive publics and sees them as a seed for 

alternative social orders. Moreover, for him they are a prerequisite for “any public to become 

a sovereign entity in contemporary technical societies” (2005, S. 205). However, in terms of 

the micro-politics of urban transparency activism I rather suspect that the vision - and to a 

lesser extent practice - of datafied urban space implies something else. First and foremost, it 

suggests a highly technical focus on social organization, which passes from digital space into 

urban space (more below). This essentially modernist idea of urban improvement through 

technological advancement taps into the contemporary discourse around so-called Smart 

Cities. The somewhat vague label usually marks cities which are ‘enhanced’ through digital 

technologies, enabling a more efficient functioning of local infrastructure and administration 
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(e.g. Batty et al. 2012). The Smart City concept has many affinities with the transparency 

concept: both are technology and information-driven, and both have an infrastructural and 

formal approach to social organization. Interestingly, the Smart City also seems to be the 

target of moralizing debates, not unlike the transparency approach. Smart city concepts are 

polarized between strong affirmation and fears of the city as a panopticon (e.g. Hollands 

2008). This is not surprising, given that the varying uptakes of the Smart City label also 

usually embrace the principles of transparent governance, which are at the core of 

transparency as a political organizing principle (e.g. Rzepka 2016; Vanolo 2014, S. 887). 

Urban transparency activism and the Smart City have shared origins, so to speak. 

Concurringly, it might not be surprising that some of the ways transparency activism and the 

Smart City does (or does not do) politics overlap: questions of urban political participation 

and representation were not addressed or reflected within the aesthetic and data-driven 

formatting of urban transparency activism. This diagnosis has also been made for applications 

of the Smart City concept (e.g. Cardullo and Kitchin 2017). Altogether and thirdly, the 

observed urban transparency activism articulates a techno-centric image of urban social order 

and how to produce it. This imagery goes beyond conventional notions of political protest, 

participation and, most importantly, political representation. The question of who speaks for 

whom in the city – and on what legitimate grounds – is seemingly not included in activists’ 

practices. At least implicitly, technological ability legitimizes political actors, while structural 

questions of social inequality do not seem to come into play. Although the city’s 

administration was identified as a potential object of improvement, it was never addressed as 

the administrative arm of the city’s elected government. Influence on the administration was 

imagined to take place via the sheer persuasiveness of ‘good’ technical solutions. And in at 

least one case where a Visualization App was actually incorporated into the city’s data portal, 

it was also realized in this way.  

Urban transparency activism therefore encompasses both modernist rationalities (in its 

technocratic focus on progress – or more accurately “improvement”), and postmodern 

rationalities (in its antirepresentational impetus and focus on knowledge). And in these 

practices and rationalities, activism displays a paradoxical relationship to the state’s 

institutions: they do not seem to figure as part of this manifestation of politics and are not 

addressed as organs of representation, yet their data are heralded and their structures targeted 
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for development. An “ethics of engineering” which Turner sees as typical for Cyberculture is 

invoked, an “ethics of: Does it work?” (Fingal et al. 2018, S. 7). Our world – in this case the 

city – should work well, and if it does work well, it is a good world. Political participation, in 

this vein, becomes urban usability. 

Turner (2006, S. 245) calls this formatting of politics “the antinomian, anti-institutional 

impulses” of Cyberculture grown out of Californian liberalism, which he claims eventually 

ushers in the “flexible, consciousness-centered work practices of the postindustrial society”. 

However, none of the more extreme outgrowths of New Age Liberalism as described by 

Turner, from charismatically run communes to extreme techno-libertarianism, are necessarily 

apparent in the practices and apps discussed above. What does apply to the observed activism 

is the more general diagnoses of transparency’s politics: they are formalist in the sense they 

offer technical solutions, and they are individualist in the sense they do not focus on collective 

action or protest. The anthropological diagnosis that assumes a bricolage character of sociality 

also makes it unlikely that a concept such as transparency organizes the social all by itself. 

This is evident in the playful and affective data practices characterizing parts of urban 

transparency activism. The Sunlight City may be a technocratic and unwittingly gendered 

space, but it is also weirdly fun and well connected by train. 
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